AAMI IS LAUNCHED IN 1965 BY GROUP OF INVENTORS, PHYSICIANS, AND MANUFACTURERS

- Group realized the potential of medical applications of modernized manufacturing, new synthetic materials, and plastics
- Group saw the need for industry-wide cooperation, industry-wide interdisciplinary communication, effective standards, regulation, and education

AAMI TIMELINE

- 1965 AAMI's first newsletter
- 1966 First publication of Journal: Medical Instrumentation
- 1966 First meeting of Medac attended by FDA Commissioner, Artificial Heart Pioneer Michael DeBakey, Artificial Kidney Pioneer John Merrill, and others
- 1969 AAMI relocates to Washington DC due to emerging climate of FDA regulation of medical devices
- 1971 LT COL BURT DODSON, USAF appointed Chairman of National group realized the potential medical sterilization standards
- 1974 AAMI's first newsletter
- 1980 The first AAMI sterilization recommended practice is published. Good standards.
- 1990 One of the major goals of the 1990 program expansion to international relevance to CSSD
- 1991 The AAMI sterilization standards committee from its inception in 1974 through 1998
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- 1974 The AAMI sterilization standards committee from its inception in 1974 through 1998
- 1980 The first AAMI sterilization recommended practice is published. Good standards.
- 1990 One of the major goals of the 1990 program expansion to international relevance to CSSD
- 1991 The AAMI sterilization standards committee from its inception in 1974 through 1998

AAMI STANDARDS PHILOSOPHY

* Standards when needed and relevant, are an important way for industry, through collaboration and consensus, to serve its customers healthcare professionals, regulatory bodies, and patients
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THE EARLY DAYS

- 1965 AAMI's first newsletter
- 1966 First publication of Journal: Medical Instrumentation
- 1966 First meeting of Medac attended by FDA Commissioner, Artificial Heart Pioneer Michael DeBakey, Artificial Kidney Pioneer John Merrill, and others
- 1969 AAMI relocates to Washington DC due to emerging climate of FDA regulation of medical devices
- 1971 LT COL BURT DODSON, USAF appointed Chairman of National Examining Board for BMET's with Goal of Designing a Certification Exam

ST79: AAMI'S LANDMARK RECOMMENDED PRACTICE FOR HOSPITAL STEAM STERILIZATION

AAMI's most prolific standards are an important way for industry, through collaboration and consensus, to serve its customers healthcare professionals, regulatory bodies, and patients. AAMI standards, recommended practices, and technical information reports for medical devices, standards and recommended practices represent a consensus of opinion and have been approved by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) as American National Standards. AAMI also administers a number of international technical committees of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), as well as U.S. Technical Advisory Groups (TAGs).

ST79: AAMI's Landmark Recommended Practice for Hospital Steam Sterilization